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CLACX worked with the Nashville Predators to showcase winning
photos from previous Latin American Images competitions as part of
their Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration. (Vanderbilt University)

With support from Title VI funding, CLACX provides
educational seminars, advice and counsel on Latin America to
governments at all levels: local, state, national and
international. CLACX has worked with the Tennessee Attorney
General’s Office and Vanderbilt Law School to host workshops
on international arbitration, drug trafficking and gang networks.
CLACX works with LAPOP, a survey research lab at Vanderbilt
University, to disseminate research on democracy and trust to
institutions across the Americas and to postsecondary and K-
12 educators. Recent data from LAPOP reveals the health of
democracy in the Latin American and Caribbean region and
how efforts around dialogue, inclusion, equity and good
governance can help bolster confidence in electoral
democracy. LAPOP data is widely employed by the U.S.
Agency for International Development, the Inter-American
Development Bank, the U.N. Development Programme and
other organizations.

CLACX works with governments 

Portuguese is the sixth-most-spoken language in the
world and the official language of Brazil, the most populous
country in Latin America and an emerging global power
with the world’s ninth largest economy. The U.S.
Department of State considers Portuguese to be a “critical
language.” Since 2018, CLACX has supported Portuguese
language instruction at Tuskegee University and hosts the
intensive Summer in Brazil program in São Paulo with
Tulane University.

K’iche’ Mayan is spoken today by more than 1 million
people who are native to Guatemala, and there are an
increasing number of K’iche’ speakers in Tennessee.
CLACX established the first program in the country
teaching K’iche’ and sponsors the Mayan Language
Institute, an intensive summer language program in
Guatemala, in partnership with Tulane University. 

Haitian Kreyòl has been identified as an “area of national
need,” and CLACX programs in Haitian studies also
support an increasing number of speakers in the U.S. 

Vanderbilt is committed to supporting less commonly taught
languages, especially those deemed critical to national security
and economic prosperity. With Title VI NRC support, CLACX
provides instruction in Portuguese, K’iche’ Mayan and Haitian
Kreyòl to students at Vanderbilt University and partner
universities through face-to-face and virtual classrooms.

CLACX provides instruction in languages
critical for meeting national needs

Broaden access to Afro Latin American studies through
working with unique archives at Vanderbilt, including the
Slave Societies Digital Archive and the Manuel and Delia
Zapata Olivella collections, through classroom-focused
workshops and publishing online editions and translations
of unedited documents.

Expand training and curricular opportunities at Vanderbilt
by accelerating the creation of an interdisciplinary minor in
Caribbean studies, building on current offerings in Haitian
Kreyòl and growing student and faculty interest in the
Caribbean. The efforts intersect with CLACX’s work in
Latinx studies and diasporic formations. 

Create new training sites in the Caribbean and Colombia
for Vanderbilt Blair School of Music students and a clinical
research site in Peru for students in medicine, expanding
upon the center’s strong initiatives in the professional
schools.

Work with elementary and secondary educators through a
series on contemporary issues in Latin America, the
development of curricular resources and educator book
clubs. 

Supported by the Department of Education’s Title VI
International Education funding, Vanderbilt’s Center for Latin
American, Caribbean, and Latinx Studies (CLACX) fosters
interdisciplinary research and teaching collaborations that
inform the university community and general public about
critical issues related to Latin America, the Caribbean, and the
United States. The center’s focus is on examining the borders
and intersections between Latinx, Latin American, and
Caribbean studies. Founded in 1947 as the Institute for
Brazilian Studies at Vanderbilt University, the center has
received Department of Education Title VI funding for foreign
language area studies training since the late 1960s. Since
2006, the center has been designated a Title VI National
Resource Center.

In 2022, CLACX was awarded two Title VI grants totaling $1.7
million that will allow for innovation in curriculum and promotion
of public awareness about Latin America. The four-year grants
redesignate CLACX as a comprehensive NRC for Latin
America; the NRC designation is the highest recognition an
academic center can receive. As a comprehensive NRC, the
center maintains a remarkable concentration of Latin
Americanists, with special strengths in Brazil, Central America,
the Andes, and Afro-Latin America, and supports programs
that educate students, teachers, the private sector and the
general public about Latin America. Between 2018 and 2022,
CLACX hosted nearly 1,000 events that informed more than 1
million people nationwide, promoting a greater understanding
of Latin America’s history, economy and social organization.

Supported by the most recent grant, the researchers will
launch the CLACX Consortium for Latin American Studies in
the South, a regional partnership, with historically Black
colleges and universities and a Hispanic-serving institution,
focused on curriculum building and language training related to
Latin American studies. The grants will also:

CLACX awarded $1.7M to build Latin
American curriculum, enhance language
training
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The center provides professional development workshops for
teachers from across the state and the country. They are
working closely with Metro Nashville Public Schools to help
teachers better understand their increasingly diverse student
population. Supported by Title VI funding, CLACX collaborates
with Fisk University, Tennessee State University and Middle
Tennessee State University to support their teaching on Latin
America and language instruction. They have offered Medical
Spanish and cultural content for the Vanderbilt School of
Nursing, the Vanderbilt Master of Public Health Program, and
Meharry Medical College students for the last four years. The
center holds K-16 educator workshops, cultural arts events and
international conferences, often in partnership with other
universities. Since 2021, a monthly local book club provides
sustained engagement for educators and material for new
curriculum. Students from several high schools in MNPS visit
the Latin American Garden through the School for Science and
Math at Vanderbilt, and CLACX coordinates a field trip to
campus for Hillsboro High School sophomores to introduce
them to international studies. Faculty and students affiliated
with the center provide educational activities at area schools,
including the new CLACX Academy at RePublic High School
and International Night at Crieve Hall. Over the past four years,
the center has hosted 463 K-16 programs that had an impact
on approximately 500,000 educators and students. 

CLACX collaborates with area schools 

CLACX regularly partners with local arts institutions to
introduce Tennesseans to a variety of Latin American topics
and to the rich artistic and cultural traditions from this diverse
region of the world. CLACX supports citywide cultural events
including the annual El Día de los Muertos festival with
Cheekwood Estate and Gardens and the Celebrate Nashville
Cultural Festival.  The center frequently partners with the Frist
Art Museum to create educational programming and activities
around exhibits, most recently in 2021 for On the Horizon,
which brought contemporary Cuban art to Nashville and was
attended by 33,794 people. They partnered with the Nashville
Children’s Theatre on their original performances of Return to
Sender and Around the World in 80 Stories. CLACX students
and faculty contributed to the development of a new exhibit at
Chattanooga’s Creative Discovery Museum featuring
Guatemala’s Day of the Dead celebrations. They also regularly
partner with the Global Education Center and OZ Arts
Nashville to bring music and dance to Nashville; in 2021 this
included a three-week residency and performances by
renowned Brazilian jazz guitarist Carlos Barbosa-Lima and the
“Black Arts in America” workshop and event series. In total,
CLACX-supported cultural events have been enjoyed by nearly
160,000 people over the past four years.

CLACX educates through cultural arts
programming

CLACX has advised more than 600 members of the business
communities over the past four years through public and
private partnerships. The center works with the Nashville Area
Chamber of Commerce and the World Affairs Council to share
expertise on Latin American markets with the local business
community. They also host events with the Vanderbilt Owen
Graduate School of Management on conducting business in
Latin America for leaders in global businesses based in
Tennessee, including Nissan, Bridgestone and Caterpillar. In
2021, CLACX began a new partnership with the Nashville
Predators professional ice hockey team featuring educational
activities and talks during Hispanic Heritage Month.  Other
events included talks for AllianceBernstein and Asurion.

CLACX partners with local businesses 

Since 2017, CLACX has collaborated with Readworks to
produce more than 90 English- and Spanish-language
articles on Latin America for their reading comprehension
program. More than 144,000 teachers in 48,819 schools
across the country have used these articles, and nearly
500,000 students have received CLACX content as part of
an assignment. Materials created by the center are
accessed most frequently during Hispanic Heritage Month
and Black History Month. 

CLACX houses a lending library of books with Latin
American content accessible to teachers and curates
Country Boxes with items from various Latin American
countries and ships them nationwide; these have been
used by more than 6,800 teachers and students in the last
five years. In total, more than 500,000 students and
teachers have engaged with the center’s instructional
resources over the past five years. 

Since 2018, CLACX has provided professional
development workshops on Latin America for more than
500 educators in partnership with Metro Nashville Public
Schools, and nationwide they have organized 61
workshops attended by nearly 1,900 teachers.

The center partners with Tulane University and the
University of Georgia to offer an annual weeklong summer
institute for educators from around the country; the most
recent institute took 20 teachers to Panama to culminate
the “People and the Environment in Central America”
series.

CLACX supports postsecondary educators, especially at
historically Black colleges and universities and other
minority-serving institutions. Each year, they sponsor a
symposium on the Caribbean and the Andes with the
International Studies Consortium of Georgia, composed of
several MSIs. In 2020 and 2021, the center hosted the
Global Studies Symposium for MSIs and community
colleges with Florida International University and will host
another in 2023.

CLACX works with the Library of Congress to host the
annual Américas Award for Children’s and Young Adult
Literature. 

CLACX works with K-16 educators and Vanderbilt faculty to
produce curriculum resources for direct use in the classroom.
Title VI funding allows the K-16 resources to be openly
accessible on the center’s website and available for free
download. 

CLACX works with K-16 educators

The Vanderbilt Center for Languages offers a welcoming and
dynamic environment that brings together innovative
technologies, language learning and teaching, and language
communities from across Vanderbilt. The mission of the center
is to promote the exchange of ideas and expertise among
colleagues from all departments, programs and centers in
order to foster proficiencies in world languages and develop
cultural awareness among students and faculty. In support of
those objectives, the center offers professional development,
technology training, collaborative scholarship opportunities and
language-centered events. By providing both a technological
and a social environment for language learners and educators,
the center encourages interdisciplinary cooperation, critical
thinking, open-mindedness, and meaningful and intellectually
stimulating interactions. CLACX works closely with VCL to
make students aware of opportunities to study languages,
including Foreign Language and Area Studies fellowships, and
opportunities to use foreign languages on campus and in
Nashville.

Vanderbilt Center for Languages


